
Yangachi 



Yangachi is known for his experimental works that probe broader possibilities of new media. 
Going beyond holding exhibitions, he collaborates with experts from various fields including 
music, dance and architecture to show performances and installation works. Yangachi is a 
leading media artist in Korea whose work spectrum continues to expand from a visual 
communication of media toward exploring the possibilities of audio and synesthetic 
communication. In 2002, he used the web in the ‘Yangachi Guild’ where he likened the 
sociopolitical situation in Korea to the online world and home shopping. In the ‘eGovernment’ 
exhibition, he predicted that media fantasies can turn into a surveillance system against 
individuals, as reflected in the then internet world brought about by the collusion of the 
government and capital. Yangachi leverages the media as a means to express his acute and 
critical perspective against society without falling into the complacent and naive delusion of 
media technology. The artist continues to devise his own unique formative language, 
exploring the essence of media as a concept and challenging the long standing conventions of 
visual arts. Yangachi graduated from Suwon University College of Art & Design, as a sculpture 
major then studied at Yonsei University Graduate School of Communication and Arts with 
M.F.A. in Media Arts. He has held many private exhibitions in Seoul including Insa Art Space, 
Sangsang Madang, Art Center Nabi, Hakgojae gallery, as well as Galeria Metropolitana in 
Chile. He also participated in exhibitions worldwide including France, Hong Kong, Japan, U.S. 
and Chile. In 2010, the artist was awarded the Hermes Missulssang. 
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Yangachi, 2011 

 

Jin-Sang Yoo, (Critic) 

 

The projects carried out by Yangachi in the 2000s, from Yangachi Guild (2002) to eGovernment.co.kr (2003) to Middle Corea (2008), have presented imaginary societies and 

countries that are directly modeled on the political, social, and historical circumstances of Korea. Yangachi describes this “Utopia” of his dreams as yangachi—a Korean word 

that means something along the lines of “two-bit thug”—or as yangachi-esque. His work is suffused with cynical reverberations that are easy enough to understand in light of 

the conceptual and psychological experiences of an artist living through Korea’s modern history. Yangachi status is informed by conditions of “mediocrity” and “lowliness.” 

Such attributes, which are unable to fully erode the politics, economics, society, culture, education, and history of modern Korea, have instead come to stand in for its identity. 

These concepts might serve to destroy the dignity of society as a whole, or else to confine people’s raison d’être within the rhetoric of “survival.” In the process of turning these 

common nouns into proper nouns, Yangachi provides a condensed picture of the full process of their typical evolution and social internalization. 

 

Yangachi first truly made a name for himself with eGovernment, his 2003 project that consisted of a web portal boasting an elaborate enlargement of the administrative 

system of the “Yangachi” nation. The function of this “eGovernment” can be easily summarized: to collect information and seize the profits resulting from its distribution. 

While Yangachi’s “eGovernment” has elements of simple parody, it also raises provocative questions by letting viewers experience what it might be like to enter into such a 

government. The follow-up to this project, Middle Corea Trilogy (2008), focuses on an imaginary space established outside the divided reality of the Korean Peninsula, where 

a dichotomy of “South” and “North” has been inscribed. The recent Bright Dove Hyunsook series (2010) involves a media performance captured from every angle by a wide 

array of closed circuit cameras. This work invokes a fantasy of Korea’s modern history, a fictional present created through surveillance, and the objects that travel in between 

the two, reconstituting everything into a distinctive narrative. Viewers of Yangachi’s works are persuaded to participate in imaginary communities, and thus take part in new 

narrative spaces. The primary interest derives from observing how the images are produced and how the story is discussed within the space, and by listening to how the 

dialogues related to the space wander about within it. The model for Yangachi’s imaginary communities is the country where he has spent his entire life: South Korea. 

Questions regarding national identity and its infinite layers of division are certainly interesting, but so is the theme of visualizing the doxa (a Greek word, best translated as 

“public opinion”) that circulate and are distributed within a society. In order to gain the authority to use such signifiers, Yangachi himself must become a yangachi, for the 

willful use of these authoritarian signifiers is indeed a frivolous action—something only a two-bit thug would do. Officially, of course, the yangachi does not exist in the 

representative political-social reality. Like the troubadour of medieval Europe, he is both politically dangerous and something akin to a “pied piper,” who must be socially 

ostracized. 



Art, the Violent Onslaught, 2017 

 

Yunkyoung Kim (Curator, Atelier Hermès)  

  

The exhibition space covered with a green carpet and a green curtain is a scene suggested by artist Yangachi. On the stage occurs one event after another. And yet, these 

events are not easily fathomable. What the viewers looking around the gallery notice at a glimpse are the objects arranged there: monitors with a video being played, speakers 

playing various types of sounds regardless of the video clips, cymbals decorated with a chain of transparent beads and electronic keyboards are placed along with chandeliers 

and bird cages dangling in between. A wider look around with bigger eyes would show miscellaneous objects, golden chunks and stuffed animals on the green carpet, on the 

keyboards and the speakers, and in the bird cages are placed in some kind of order—or chaos.  

  

The viewers getting to discover heterogeneous and diverse objects, which they could not recognize at first, with patience, in the darkness, resorting to spotlights added here 

and there as well as the naturally emitted light from the objects in the gallery happen to sense some movement in the bird cages dangling on the ceiling. Birds—moving and 

living elements which have intervened in the order established with immobile objects. Along with the beings with—artificially uncontrollable—autonomous will, another 

variable which has been programmed emerges. Sounds—there come in romantic melodies followed by Cantonese-speaking sounds, and noise-like electronic sounds 

stimulating nerves abruptly are intermittently resonated through the exhibition space. As such, the viewers confront their heterogeneous, their own exclusive and personal 

tempo-spatiality—a stage—where the number of terms and variables placed in the gallery have a random encounter with one another.  

  

Yangachi’s exhibition <When Two Galaxies Merge,> is about a moment when things that cannot encounter do end up encounter with one another, or things that cannot 

inevitably encounter do so. Yangachi compares this moment when the un-encounterable encounter or the inevitably encounterable do so to a “moment when love begins,” 

and an “uncertain signal” on an event which might happen in the future. These moments when things cannot be predicted and moments when everything is in a state of 

chaos—these are the moments when two worlds—galaxies—are mixed up. The artist kindly explains his exhibition as follows: 

“When Two Galaxies Merge—it will be a stage, a stage replete with futur antérieur that is a stage for the Continental Drift Club, 5G, insomnia, Seoul, hypnosis and love.” 



According to his statement, the exhibition space encountered by the viewers is nothing more than an assumption or a signal of an event which might become the future. If an 

exhibition is an uncertain signal instead of a clear outcome to viewers who have traditionally encountered the object integrity as art which has been realized by artists, it is a 

bewildering, uncomfortable and unpleasant experience. And yet, if the viewers can be free from a custom which oppresses them, they might be able to experience their own 

individual outcome through the “contact” with the uncertain signal. It is the individual and personal art projected on the screen which has been individually and secretively 

generated in individuals’ mind, instead of an object as art that has come into being before their eyes. Such an attempt is in line with Yangachi’s longstanding efforts to develop 

a language of art based on other senses besides the contemporary art which is based on visual perception. 

  

Yangachi is an artist who has been the talk of the town whenever media art was mentioned since the early 2000s. His early works—<Yangachi Guild> (2002) where social, 

political, economic and cultural issues were commercialized and sold online, and <eGovernment> (2003) which criticized the national monitoring mechanism as in e-

monitoring or information monitoring—also form early examples of criticality which were attempted for in the name of “net art” in the Korean art scene. He has maintained a 

sharp-edged critical viewpoint, both online and offline, on the digital environment, which has been made more robust thanks to the spread of the Internet and the 

development of media technologies. He presented <Middle Corea: Yangachi Episode I, II, III> in 2008 and 2009 in series, experimenting alternative media art through 

storytelling which unfolds in “Middle Corea,” an imaginary territory.  

  

And yet, even when he put forth net art and media art in his works, his genuine interest lied in the network instead of media technologies or web, and in the human network 

instead of the online network. Such an interest of his was gradually transferred to media as communication where electricity-electronics was excluded, which has been 

experimented and modified in different ways through the following works: installation works including <A Night of Burning Bone and Skin> (2014) and <Sea Salt Theater> 

(2015); and <When Two Galaxies Merge,> (2016), a living film performance which was tried in a sedan considered as a theater, which ran on roads around Namsan at a 

consistent speed. He attempts for tactile/auditory disruptions against the cognitive structure based on perspectives and visual perception.  



For him, media is a tool of communication basically connecting people to people, which is tactile and auditory instead of being visual. Stimulation through sounds penetrates 

into the viewers’ memories and subconscious-ness, going beyond time and space, and induce them to generate their own screen in their mind. Contact through sounds is tried 

in this exhibition again, and the sounds filling up the exhibition space are categorized into three layers: sounds which can be sensed through humans’ auditory sense, sounds 

which can be sensed through birds’ auditory sense, and sounds which can be sensed by that of both humans and birds. At the end of the day, a bird is a variable which 

abruptly intervenes in the order established through the limited sense of viewers—a signal which reminds one of the existence of another world which might exist beyond the 

viewers’ perception.  

  

At a point when the robust order established based on the visible and the audible—the perceivable—gets confused due to the invisible and the un-audible, the viewers 

encounter a bigger world, that is, an unseen and unheard of new world. Yangachi’s exhibition <When Two Galaxies Merge,>, as such, suggests encountering another which 

exists beyond the world of integrity which has been established in the modern era when people thought they knew all as they could see and hear all. It suggests a full 

encounter of the only moment in which everything is unclear and non-transparent, thus being uncomfortable and risky, and yet never repeatable, going beyond the boundary 

of a clear, transparent, integral, completely untouched and so safe and perennial. At the very core of such an encounter exists the essence of “cognition based on 

tactile/auditory perception” as well as “media as communication where electricity-electronics is excluded” dubbed by Yangachi.  

  

 “...it [an encounter] is an event that remains quite opaque and only finds reality in its multiple resonances within the real world.”  

  

And yet, still, it is entirely up to the viewers whether or not they would appear on the stage he suggested. Even if they appear on that stage, we do not know what would 

happen after two heterogeneous worlds encounter with one another. An encounter is an uncertain and accidental event, a one-time experience. Sometimes, taking risks is 

required. It is like our lives. The same applies to art. Would you appear in such a violent and unexpected event, or on such a stage? <When Two Galaxies Merge,>, the title 

with an incomplete sentence thrown at by Yangachi, that is, an assumption he has put forth as the exhibition. So, would you complete this incomplete sentence? If so, how?  

This is an exhibition essay for Yangachi’s <When Two Galaxies Merge,>, held at Atelier Hermès in 2017. Yunkyoung Kim for Atelier Hermès / Fondation d’entreprise Hermès, 

2017. 



The futur antérieur corresponds to the future perfect in English. It indicates a supposition that an action will have been completed by the time of speaking, or by a specified 

point in the future. (https://francais.lingolia.com/en/grammar/tenses/le-futur-anterieur) 

  

In fact, there is no difference between the tactile and the auditory to the artist because the auditory end up being tactile where the waves of sounds have a contact with the 

eardrums. As such, the language of art based on the tactile sense is attempted for through sounds in most cases of Yangachi’s works. 

  

Even if a sound can be universally perceived by humans’ auditory sense, different memories and subconscious-ness can be recalled to each individual depending on their age 

or taste, and might imbue different meanings to it. Therefore, even a screen triggered by the same sounds might end up being individual and personal.  

  

True, sounds which cannot be perceived through humans’ auditory sense or that of birds—regardless of his intent—might exist in the exhibition space.  

  

Alain Badiou, In Praise of Love, Serpent’s Tail, 2012, 24. 



신용  Credit ,  2018  



신용  Credit ,  Media  Insta l la t ion,  2018 

2018 Seoul  Media  City  Biennale  



신용  Credit ,  Media  Insta l la t ion,  2018  

2018 Seoul  Media  City  Biennale  



신용  Credit ,  Media  Insta l la t ion,  2018  

2018 Seoul  Media  City  Biennale  



가리왕 ,  Tree  Man,  孔雀夫人  S ings,  2018  



가리왕 ,  Tree  Man,  孔雀夫人  S ings ,  2018  

Gangwon Internat ional  Biennale ,  Gangneung  



가리왕 ,  Tree  Man,  孔雀夫人  S ings ,  2018,  Gangwon Internat ional  Biennale ,  Gangneung  



가리왕 ,  Tree  Man,  孔雀夫人  S ings ,  2018,  Gangwon Internat ional  Biennale ,  Gangneung  



가리왕 ,  Tree  Man,  孔雀夫人  S ings,  2018  

12m 28s,  https://vimeo.com/278900416  

16m 59s,  https://vimeo.com/278905338  

8m 14s,  https://vimeo.com/278901521  

8m 14s,  https://vimeo.com/278903234  

12m 28s,  https://vimeo.com/278902361  

16m 59s,  https://vimeo.com/278985382  

6m 57s,  https://vimeo.com/278896129  

 

가리왕 ,  Tree  Man,  孔雀夫人  S ings ,  2018,  Gangwon Internat ional  Biennale ,  Gangneung 



When Two Galaxies Merge, 2017 



When Two Galaxies Merge, 2017 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 



Galaxy, The Continental Drift Club, Screen, not 8Hz, 2017 

13m 9s, https://vimeo.com/290679104  

20m 19s, https://vimeo.com/290679458 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/290679104
https://vimeo.com/290679458


When Two Galaxies Merge, 2017 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 



When Two Galaxies Merge, 2017 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 



When Two Galaxies Merge, 2017 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 



When Two Galaxies Merge, 2017 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 



When Two Galaxies Merge, 2017,  Atelier Hermès, Seoul 



KIM, RGB,  Says,  16m 12s,  21m 13s,  2017  



KIM,  RGB,  Says ,  16m 12s ,  21m 13s ,  2017  

ht tps://vimeo.c om/257283926  

ht tps://vimeo.c om/257284730  

Boan 1942,  Seoul  

https://vimeo.com/257284730


When Two Galaxies Merge, living film (Sedan, 40-50km/h, limited 1, sound, single channel video), 45min, 2016 



When Two Galaxies Merge, living film, 2016 

45m,  https://vimeo.com/193061154 

Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/193061154


When Two Galaxies Merge, living film,  2016 

45m, https://vimeo.com/189278322 

Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/189278322


We Wish  You a Merry Christmas, 2016 



We Wish You a Merry Christmas, 2016 

7m  12s,  https://vimeo.com/181835847 



Paik/Abe Video Synthesizer, Willy-Nilly Version, 2016 



Paik/Abe Video Synthesizer, Willy-Nilly Version 
 

Nam June Paik, 808, Abe, Some Objects, New Root, New Joke, First Person, Second Person, Third  Person, Light, Screen, 

New World, Score, You, Some Vanishing Eyewears, Apparatus for Some Vanishing  Points and Suspect for Some 

Perspectives, Hostage, Eror Range, Question, The best of Our Time, Bad  Manner, Four Layers, Movie, Or, Bluff, 

Taste, Moment,  Ecstasy, Universality, Visual System,  Identification, Mistake, Instant, 30 Eyes, (Fake) White, Praise, 

Deficiency, 21st Century, Mineral Aura,  Black Hole, Hypnosis, Whit e  Hole, Sampler, Seven-Step Poem, It's Round, 

Smooth and Truly  Aristocratic. 

 

 

 

백/아베 비디오 신디사이저, 윌리-릴리 버전 
 

백남준, 808, 아베, 어떤 오브제, New Root, 새로운 농담, 스스로 1인칭, 2인칭, 3인칭, 빛, 스크린, 신세  계, 스코어, 당신, 어떤 

소실점 안경, 어떤 소실점을 위한 장치 그리고 어떤 원근법을 위해 의심, 볼모,  오차범위, 질문, 최호적시광 最好的時光, 나쁜 매너, 

네 개의 레이어, 영화, 혹은, 허세, 맛, 계기, 황홀  경, 보편성, 시각체제, 동일시, 오인, 순간, 30개의 눈, (가짜) 백인, 찬미, 결핍, 

21세기, 광물적 기운, 블  랙 홀, 최면, 화이트 홀, 샘플러, 칠보시 七步詩, Seven-Step Poem, 라운드, 스무우스, 진실로 애리스토  

크래틱이다. 



Paik/Abe Video Synthesizer, Willy-Nilly Version 



I  go to the office in the year of 1974. In 1974, I  invent the year of 1986, 1987, 1988 which were  before the year of 
1998 and get off  work in 1999. I  got train and stop the station called the year  of 1979. After take off  the train, I  
gaze over the window at Inn, the year of 2012, Full HD, 16m  20s, 2015 



Single Channel Video, Installation, 2015 

16m 20s, https://vimeo.com/159800738 

Nam June Paik Art Center, Yongin 

https://vimeo.com/159800738


Single Channel Video, Installation, 2015 

16m 20s, https://vimeo.com/159800738 

Nam June Paik Art Center, Yongin 

https://vimeo.com/159800738


Screen, Screen, Screen, 2015 



Screen, Screen, Screen, 2015 

6m 26s,  https://vimeo.com/159900636 

Cake Gallery, Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/159900636


Sea Salt Theater, 2015 



Sea Salt Theater, Single Channel Video, Installation, 2015 

20m 6s, https://vimeo.com/112692121 

10m 10s, https://vimeo.com/279069825 

Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/279069825


Sea Salt Theater, Single Channel Video, Installation, 2015 

5m 25s,  https://vimeo.com/121593576 

Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/121593576


Sea Salt Theater, Single Channel Video, Installation, 2015 

5m 3s, https://vimeo.com/63079007 

5m 16s,  https://vimeo.com/64485652 

5m 29s, https://vimeo.com/76204335 

2m 58s, https://vimeo.com/62601198 

Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/62601198


Sea Salt Theater, Single Channel Video, Installation, 2015 

9m 18s, https://vimeo.com/120325022 

Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/120325022


a Night of Burning Bone and Skin,  2014 



a Night of Burning Bone and Skin, Single Channel Video, 2014 

20m, https://vimeo.com/112692121 

Hakgojae Gallery, Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/112692121


a Night of Burning Bone and Skin, Photo, 2014, Hakgojae Gallery, Seoul 



a Night of Burning Bone and Skin, Photo, 2014, Hakgojae Gallery, Seoul 



a Night of Burning Bone and Skin, Photo, 2014, Hakgojae Gallery, Seoul 



a Night of Burning Bone and Skin, Photo, 2014, Hakgojae Gallery, Seoul 



KAY Som Wol swiftly emerges to t ip off  that she l ives in the house densely covered in cherry blossoms, 2014  



KAY Som Wol swift ly  emerges to t ip off  that  she l ives in the house densely  covered in cherry blossoms,  Performance,  34m, 2014  

Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 



KAY Som Wol swift ly  emerges to t ip off  that  she l ives in the house densely  covered in cherry blossoms,  Performance,  34m, 2014  

Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 



White Hole, 2013 



White Hole, Single Channl Video, 2013 

02m 58s, http://vimeo.com/62601198 

Galerie Houg, Lyon 

http://vimeo.com/62601198


White Hole, Single Channel  Video, 2013 

5m 29s, http://vimeo.com/76204335 

Galerie Houg, Lyon 

http://vimeo.com/76204335


Seoul, 2013 



Seoul (National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art), 2013 

24m 25s, http://vimeo.com/76204335 

National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Korea 

http://vimeo.com/76204335


Movie, It's round, smooth and truly aristocratic, 2011 



Movie, It's round, smooth and truly aristocratic, Performance, 8 Channel Video, 60m, 2011. 

Sample: http://vimeo.com/26578785 

Nam June Paik Art Center, Yongin 

http://vimeo.com/26578785


Movie, Now . We are . Despite all theses . The confident people living on the New world, 2011 



Movie, Now . We are . Despite all theses . The confident people living on the New world 

Performance, 1h, 2011 

Nam June Paik Art Center, Yongin 



Bright Dove Hyunsook, 2010 



Bright Dove Hyunsook, Dove View, Single Channel Video, 2010 

20m 30s, http://vimeo.com/15497457 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 

http://vimeo.com/15497457


Bright Dove Hyunsook, CCTV View, Single Channel Video, 2010 

20m 47s, http://vimeo.com/15494925 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 

http://vimeo.com/15494925


Bright Dove Hyunsook, 200x200x300cm, 2010, Atelier Hermès, Seoul 



Bright Dove Hyunsook, Installation,  2010 

Atelier Hermès, Seoul 



Bright Dove Hyunsook, Gyeongseong, 2010 

12m,  https://vimeo.com/15479636 Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

https://vimeo.com/15479636


Bright Dove Hyunsook x ELLE, 2010 

10m 49s,  https://vimeo.com/15496596 ELLE Korea 

https://vimeo.com/15496596


Bright Dove Hyunsook, Saokjeong, Performance, 60m, 2010 

Page, http://yangachi.org/BrightDoveHyunsook/index.php?/works/saokjeong/ Seoul Art Space Mullae, Seoul 

http://yangachi.org/BrightDoveHyunsook/index.php?/works/saokjeong/
http://yangachi.org/BrightDoveHyunsook/index.php?/works/saokjeong/


Middle Corea, 2010 



Middle Corea, Installation, 2009 

Asian Art Award Forum, SOMA, Seoul 



Kamikaze Bike, 100x280x110cm, Mixed Media, 2008  Kamikaze Bike (Part) 

Insa Art Space, Seoul 



Kamikaze Wheel, 60x60x95cm, Mixed Media, 2008 

Insa Art Space, Seoul 



Drawing, 64x91cm, 2008 

Insa Art Space, Seoul 



Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode I I , Photo, 2009 

KT&G SangSangMadang Gallery, Seoul 



Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode I I , Photo, 2009 

KT&G SangSangMadang Gallery, Seoul 



G I M  E Soo, 96.5 x 121cm, Photo, 2009 

Art Center NABI, Seoul 



SEO Young Ho, 70 x 88cm, Photo, 2009 

Art Center NABI, Seoul 



Golden Boy(left), Photograph, 96 x 121cm, 2009 

Golden Mushroom(right),Photo, 96 x 121cm, 2009 

Art Center NABI, Seoul 



Golden Mushroom, Photo, 25x25cm, 2009 

Art Center NABI, Seoul 



Golden Mushroom, Photo, 60x77cm, 2009 

Art Center NABI, Seoul 



Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode I I I ,  Performance, 30m, 2009 

Art Center NABI, Seoul 



the Gold Rush, Net Art, 2009 

Link, http://yangachi.org/the_gold_rush/ 

ArtCenter NABI, Seoul 

http://yangachi.org/the_gold_rush/


Yokohama UFO, 2009 



Yokohama UFO, Yokohama Story, Net Art, 2009 link  Yokohama UFO, Incheon Story, Net Art, 2009 link 

International Festival for Arts and Media Yokohama, Yokohama 



Hypermarket, 2004 



Hypermarket, Media Installation, 2004, National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Korea 



eGovernment, 2003 



eGovernment, Net Art, 2003 

Insa Art Space, Seoul 



eGovernment, Net Art, 2003 

Insa Art Space, Seoul 



Yangachi Guild, 2002 



Yangachi Guild, Net Art, 2002 

Ilju Art House,Seoul 



Yangachi 

www.yangachi.org  
root@yangachi.org   

82.10.4553.1243 
 

Solo Exhibitions 

2017 When Two Galaxies Merge, Atelier Hermès, Seoul 

2014 Sweet and sour plums will be more than enough to relieve your thirst, Galeria Metropolitana, Santiago  

2014 a Night of Burning Bone and Skin, Hakgojae Gallery, Seoul 

2009 Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode III,  Art Center NABI, Seoul 

2008 Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode II, KT & G Sang Sang Madang Gallery, Seoul  

2008 Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode I, INSA Art Space, Seoul 

2003 eGovernment, www.egovernment.co.kr, INSA Art Space, Seoul  

2002 Yangachi Guild, www.yangachiguild.com, ILJU Art House, Seoul 

 

Selected Exhibitions 

2018 Seoul Media City Biennale, Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

2018 The Dictionary of Evil, GANGWON INTERNATIONAL BIENNALE 2018, Gangneung 

2017 A Warm Dinner Table, Boan 1942, Seoul 

2017 Sound Effects Seoul, Arco Art Center, Seoul 



2017 Yeoido Modernity, Seoul Museum of Art, Bunker, Seoul 

2016 Busan Biennale, F1963, Busan 

2016 다리 혹은 가슴의 탄생, That’s the Origin of Love, Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul   

2016 Les Atrliers de I’Image, Centre Photographique de Marseille, Marseille 

2016 Paik Nam June ∞  Fluxus, Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

2016 Land of Happiness : Art in Society, Buk(Northern) Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul   

2015 Super-spreader: media virus, Nam June Paik Art Center, Yongin 

2015 Singapore Open Media Art Festival, Gillman Barracks, Singapore   

2015 The Subtle Triangle, Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

2015 Analytical Index, Cake Gallery, Seoul 

2014 Once is not enough, Audio Visual Pavilion, Seoul  

2014 Where the ends meet, Gallery Houg, Lyon   

2012 Play Time, Culture Station Seoul 284,  Seoul 

2012 Out of the Yusin State-Body, Part 1. Sound of the State, Art Space Pool, Seoul   

2011 The Whales, Time Diver, the National Theater of Company Korea, Seoul 

2010 Media City Seoul 2010 (The 6th Seoul International Biennale of Media Art), SEMA, Seoul  

2010 Hermes Foundation MISULSANG, Atelier Hermes, Seoul 

2010 Asian Art Award Forum, SOMA, Seoul 



2010 Random Access, Nam June Paik Art Center, Yongin 

2010 Surveillance, NetFilmMakers, Copenhagen 

2009 CREAM IFAMY, Bank Art Studio, Yokohama 

2009 Platform in KIMUSA, KIMUSA (The Old Defense Security Command Site), Seoul  

2009 Feigned innocence : We all Look (Para/Site CTP 08/09), Osage Kwun Tong, Hong Kong  

2008 Nam June Paik Festival - Now Jump!, Nam June Paik Art Center, Yongin 

2007 Intermediae_MINBAK, Intermediae, Madrid 

2006 On Difference #2: Grenzwertig, Wurttenbergischer Kunstverein, Stuttgart 

 

Selected Performances 

2017 When Two Galaxies Merge, Atelier Hermès, Seoul 

2016 Sea Salt Theater, Seoul 

2016 Riviera Tourist Hotel, Hwang Doojin Architects, Magnolia Court, Seoul  

2015 Sea Salt Theater, Slow Slow Quick Quick, Seoul 

2014 Kay Som Wol swiftly emerges to tip off that she lives in the house densely covered in cherry blossoms,  Seoul 

Museum of Art, Seoul 

2013 Seven-Step Poem, Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul 

2013 Sweet and sour plums will be more than enough to relieve your thirst, Deoksugung Palace, Seoul   

2011 Movie, It’s round, smooth and truly aristocratic, Paik Nam June Art Center, Yongin 



2011 Movie, the desperately dangerous situation to catch a new text as hostage, National Theater Company of  

Korea, Seoul 

2011 Bright Dove Hyunsook, Saokjeong, Mullae Art Factory, Seoul 

 

Selected Books 

2014 a Night of Burning Bone and Skin, Hakgojae, Seoul 

2010 Fiction 01 : Finding LEE Jun Ho. (Girl Possessed), roundabout, Seoul 

2009 Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode III, Art Center NABI, Seoul 

2008 Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode II, Sang Sang Ma Dang, Seoul 

2008 Middle Corea : Yangachi Episode I, Insa Art Space of the Arts Council Korea, Seoul 

2007 Yangachi Robots, manual, Seoul 

 

Awards 

2010 Hermès Foundation Misulsang 

2010 Asian Art Award Forum 

 

Residency Programs 

2018 Gapado Artist Residence, Jeju 

2009 MMCA Residency Changdong,  Seoul  



((<>)) 


